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Why should I choose 
SafeGold over a 
competing storage 
facility?

What is SafeGold?

Welcome to the only 
safekeeping you’ll need.

SafeGold is a safekeeping solution that provides our clients 
with peace of mind for their wealth portfolios. SafeGold 
is a proven, trusted and insured safe custody that can be 
accessed at any time.

Our clients can arrange to view their items in-store or at 
our head office and will receive continuous updates about 
inventory, insurance and other important information. 

Trusted: 
Over five decades, we have built up trusted relationships with our 
vaults and insurers to bring our clients an unparalleled offering.

Safety Uncompromised:
Ensuring that you have total and complete peace of mind. 

Global Access: 
We have state-of-the-art infrastructures in place to ensure that your 
valuable portfolio is secured.

Highly Competitive Pricing:
We’re better priced and we are insured.

Value Added Services:
Assistance in wills, estates, and exchange control.

Unlimited Storage:  
One size fits all. We do not increase pricing based on the amount of 
valuables you store with us, or the value of the collection.



SAFEGOLD IS A BUSINESS DIVISION OF SCOIN TRADING (PTY) LTD.

How is SafeGold managed?

All our clients receive an itemised account of their SafeGold items on a continuous basis. 
We manage our clients’ coin collection without the hassle of a safety deposit box.

How can I trust SafeGold?

As the market leader for almost 50 years, we have spent decades building trusted relationships with our partners, vaults 
and insurers to ensure that our clients experience world-class service at a reasonable rate. 

Can I store some of my coins at SafeGold and some at home?

Yes, it is entirely up to the client to decide what is stored with SafeGold. However, Safegold offers insurance on all coins 
and bullions, including Krugerrands (which cannot be insured at a private residence). 

How do I start using SafeGold?

Visit us in-store to discuss your safekeeping needs, send us an email, or give us a call on 011 784 8551. 

Safety 
Uncompromised.

Tel: +27 (0)11 784 8551
Email: info@safegold.co.za
Website: https://scoinshop.com/safegold

Contact Us:


